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MINUTES


- MJ opened the meeting by thanking Susan Harrison for her service on the Planning Committee. Susan served ex officio for many years as Senate chair and helped the UPC create strong shared governance ties. She was an influential voice for planning and improvement at UW-Eau Claire. She was presented with a framed photo of the Centennial Plan campus photo.

- The revised Gold Arrows were reviewed, reflecting the September Cabinet conversation. The group provided feedback on the Chancellor’s use of “joyful campus environment.” MJ asked members to send further feedback from conversations with colleagues to help advise the Chancellor.

- Andy Nelson reviewed the new strategic planning dashboard, which allows the UPC to track progress on our KPIs and to drill down, when relevant, by program or department for additional information. This will be a valuable tool as we continue to measure our progress and determine our strategic priorities.

- Homework for the UPC is to review the dashboard and strategic plan to identify our success stories at the next meeting.